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Your brand identity - both written and visual - is rooted in the consistent 

use of the basis elements. Each of the brand elements, signature 

typefaces, imagery, color, and tone of voice come together to visually 

express your brand identity, one that through consistent use reinforces 

the message you have crafted and projected through the years.

This document outlines the rules to maintain continuity. It is to be used 

to refine your visual identity and better express your message through 

graphical and verbal content, in order to strengthen and assist your 

marketing strategy.

Your logo was designed to visually represent your company. These 

standards have been prepared to maintain a strong visual identity for 

Boston Valley Terra Cotta. Following the guidelines listed in this manual 

assures that the logo are used properly and consistently to maintain 

effective communication.

The PurPose of Your IdenTITY
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Section 1
About Boston Valley terra cotta 

04 - Mission Statement

04 - Referring to Our Company
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our MIssIon

At Boston Valley Terra Cotta our mission is to be the most internationally 

recognized leader in innovative design and diversified manufacturing of 

architectural ceramics. From historic preservation to new construction, 

we will provide the highest level of quality in both products and service 

by supporting our clients – from planning through installation – with 

expertise in all areas of the process.

Our passion for ceramic innovation drives us to constantly explore 

new and old technologies, pushing the envelope in quality, design 

and service.
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referrIng To The CoMPanY

When referring to the company, always introduce the full company 

name, “Boston Valley Terra Cotta.” After the initial mention of the full 

company name, “Boston Valley” can be used for short. 

never refer to the company as “BVtc” in a professional setting. 
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Section 2
our Logo 

06 - The Signature Components
07 - Logo Colors

08 - Clear Space & Sizing

09 - Minimum Size

10 - Variations

11 - Incorrect Use

14 - TerraClad® & TerraPreCast® Logos
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our Logo: The SignaTure ComponenTS

The signature is the key building block of your identity. It is the primary 
visual element that identifies you. It is a combination of the symbol and 
the type style in a fixed relationship that should never be embellished, 
outlined or altered in any way. Always use an approved version.

your company logo consists of the following parts:
1. the Symbol - the Antefix

2. the Wordmark - Boston Valley Terra cotta

When used together, these parts become the Logo, or Signature. It is the 
brand identity for your company. 

the Symbol
The symbol element of your logo is simplified antefix knocked out of a 
black shape. 

the Wordmark 
The wordmark is comprised of the company name “Boston Valley” 
styled in drop caps in Baskerville Bold stacked on top of “Terra Cotta” in 
all caps in Arimo Bold.

the Symbol and Workdmark work together to compliment each other. 
the Wordmark should not be recreated, even with the correct typefaces, 
because the sizing and spacing has been carefully balanced.
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SYMBOL WORDMARK

SIGNATURE
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our Logo: Logo CoLorS
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pAntone® 484 u

100% black

Knocked out of white over an image

The primary logo color is Pantone 484 U. The logo should not be 
rendered in any other colors. When color printing is prohibited, the logo 
should be rendered in black or white based on the background color. 

If the logo is being placed over an image, it should be knocked out of 
a white shape over the image so that the image shows through the 
letters. It may be necessary to darken the image slightly behind the logo 
to increase contrast and make the workmark more legible. The minimum 
size of the white shape should be equivalent to the width of the “T” 
character from “Terra Cotta” around all sides of the logo mark (See next 
page for spacing guidelines).
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our Logo: CLear SpaCe & Sizing

clear Space
The minimum correct clear space is determined by the width of the 
“T” character from “Terra Cotta” at top, right, left and bottom of the 
logo mark. Proper clearance must be maintained around the signature 
to keep the logo free of visual distractions such as imagery, shapes and 
typography. This is necessary for use in small crowded layouts, such as 
ads or when grouped with other logos on a page.
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The clear space around the 
mark is equal to the width of 
the arm of the “T.”

Sizing
The top of the antefix symbol should align with the top of the “B” and 
“V” of Boston Valley. The bottom of the antefix should align with the 
baseline of Terra Cotta. The spacing between the two lines of text of the 
wordmark is equal to the amount of space between the antefix and the 
wordmark. 
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our Logo: minimum Size
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The simplified antefix and bolder typeface allow the Boston Valley logo 
to be scaled smaller without losing legibility. Although when the logo 
gets very small (less than 1.5"), we recommend that only the wordmark 
should be used.

Logo min. size - 1.5 in.

At sizes smaller than 1.5 in. the wordmark 
should be used alone.
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our Logo: VariaTionS
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The bottom section of the 
antefix is the same height 
as the wordmark.

FULL LoGo

Stacked Logo
The stacked version can be used in instances where a vertical logo is 
necessary. 

AnteFiX

inverse & Positive Antefix
The inverse and positive antefix options are generally used over images 
without the wordmark lock-up. The full logo (antfix & wordmark) may 
be represented a second time to reinforce the brand when necessary.

Inverse Positive
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our Logo: inCorreCT uSe
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Do not use any other colors for the logo besides the designated 
logo color Pantone 484 U, black, or white.

1. 2. Do not change the scale, alignment, or orientation of any of 
the logo elements.
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our Logo: inCorreCT uSe (ConTinued)
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Do not stretch or compress the logo. Always resize to scale.3. Do not apply any effects to the logo including drop shadows, bevel 
& emboss, gradients, etc.

4 .
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our Logo: inCorreCT uSe (ConTinued)
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Do not USe the oLD LoGo on Any neW mAteriALS. 
As we move forward with the new Boston Valley Terra Cotta 
brand, we will be gradually phasing out the old logo on all branded 
materials. Though it is still in use on various items, both print and 
digital, we no long want to actively implement this version of the 
logo on new materials.  

5.
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our Logo: TerraCLad® & TerrapreCaST LogoS®
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TerraClad® is Boston Valley Terra Cotta’s ceramic rain screen cladding 
system. The TerraClad® product line branding consists on the wordmark 
and the brand color (PANTONE® 7470 U). 

The wordmark should be used as the title / header for print work 
including but not limited to; the TerraClad® book, TerraClad® Linecard, 
TerraClad® Sample Box, etc.  

TerraPreCast® is Boston Valley’s product line as a finishing material 
affixed to precast concrete, giving it durability and design flexibility. Like 
TerraClad® the product line branding consists on the wordmark and the 
brand color (PANTONE® 5497 U). The workmark is intended to be used 
as a title / header. 

the terraclad®  and terraPrecast®  wordmarks are not meant 
to be appended to the original Boston Valley logo. the Boston 
Valley logo should be featured prominently but separated from 
the product logos.
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Section 3
Supporting Brand elements 

16 - Main Color Palette

17 - Products Color Palettes

18 - Typefaces
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Brand eLeMenTs: main CoLor paLeTTe
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pAntone®

412 u

cmyK:
57, 56, 56, 27

pAntone®

4625 u

cmyK:
45, 58, 70, 30

pAntone®

7531 u

cmyK:
45, 45, 48, 8

pAntone®

7536 u

cmyK:
37, 29, 37, 0

pAntone®

4535 u

cmyK:
21, 21, 46, 0

pAntone® 
7500 u

cmyK:
9, 14, 36, 0

pAntone®

484 u

cmyK:
28, 71, 68, 14

Primary Brand / Logo color Secondary colors

moDiFieD For WeB USe

rGB:
38, 17, 0
#261100

rGB:
87, 38, 0
#572600

rGB:
148,134,113
#948671

rGB:
185, 176, 151
#b9b097

rGB:
247, 237, 212
#f7edd4

rGB:
249, 241, 223
#f9f1df

rGB:
179, 35, 23
#b32017
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Brand eLeMenTs: produCTS CoLor paLeTTe
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pAntone®

484 u

cmyK:
28, 71, 68, 14

pAntone®

724 u

cmyK:
29, 56, 74, 11

pAntone®

7470 u

cmyK:
77, 48, 37, 10

pAntone®

5497 u

cmyK:
52, 33, 38, 2

pAntone®

437 u

cmyK:
41, 29, 52, 2

pAntone®

5773 u

cmyK:
46, 46, 41, 6

reStorAtion mASonry terrAcLAD terrAPrecASt rooF tiLe GUAStAVino

rGB:
179, 35, 23
#b32017

rGB:
170, 101, 13
#aa650d

rGB:
0, 105, 144
#006990

rGB:
130, 148, 148
#829494

rGB:
158, 162, 116
#9ea274

rGB:
141, 128, 130
#8d8082

moDiFieD For WeB USe
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Brand eLeMenTs: TypefaCeS
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ABCDEFGhijKlmnopqrStUVWXyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

FrUtiGer 
Frutiger is the primary typeface used for print.

Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

BASKerViLLe 
The Boston Valley Terra Cotta wordmark is set in Baskerville. This 
typefaces should be reserved for headlines for print materials.
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Brand eLeMenTs: TypefaCeS: WeB fonTS
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Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

oPen SAnS
Open Sans is primarily used for headings

heLVeticA neUe 
helvetica Neue is used for body text
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Section 4
Applications

21 - Print Ads

22 - Email Marketing

23 - Email Signature
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aPPLICaTIons: prinT adS
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header
heADer 
Boston Valley print ads use a header created by knocking the inverse 
version of the antefix out of a white rectangular shape that extends 
from edge to edge. 

Footer
The footer reinforces the brand by using the full logo knocked out of a 
white rectangle that sits at the bottom of the page and extends from 
edge to edge. The website, phone number, and occasionally the building 
name, are stacked and aligned to the left side of the logo with a vertical 
ruled line dividing the contact information from the signature. 

Photo creDit
In instances where it is necessary to credit the photographer, their 
credit should be discreetly placed over the image so that it is legible 
but does not distract or detract from the overall ad. The type should 
be represented in a color pulled from the image that provides enough 
contrast to be clearly read.

Footer

Photo Credit
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aPPLICaTIons: emaiL markeTing
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FeAtUre imAGe
The logo should knocked out of a white rectangle, that spans from edge 
to edge, revealing the image through the signature. 

When possible, a transparent version of the positive antefix variation can 
be place over a part of the image that does not showcase any Boston 
Valley products to add more visual interest and reinforce the brand. 
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aPPLICaTIons: emaiL SignaTure
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John Krouse - CEO / President

The email signature uses the traditional logo lock up but uses the darker 
RGB, web version of the brand color to allow for greater legibility.

rGB:
98, 14, 13
#620e0d

Email Signature Color more to come
As we move forward with the new Boston Valley Terra Cotta brand, 
we will be gradually be phasing out the old logo on all branded 
materials. More specific standards will be added as the new logo is 
applied to new designs.


